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as yet insufficiently substantiated. Ch. 5 contains a
comparison with the work of Beth Levin.
Chs. 6–8 cast doubt on some entrenched orthodox-
ies in linguistics. In Ch. 6, H & F motivate their use
of formal rather than structural labels by arguing that
the latter only very rarely contribute anything useful
to the analysis and that only the former approach can
consistently deal with all verbs (and other words) in
all patterns. Ch. 7 argues that word classes are best
defined as pattern sets, instead of notionally or mor-
phologically. Ch. 8 looks at patterns from a text-
linguistic perspective, offering linearity as an alterna-
tive to constituency. Ch. 9, finally, considers some
of the implications of an inductive pattern approach
for theories of grammar and language teaching. Such
an approach indeed not only challenges much of the
accepted wisdom in traditional grammar and linguis-
tics alike but also questions the axioms of some of the
more recent linguistic theories vis-a`-vis the interface
between syntax and semantics. [DIRK NOE¨L, Ghent
University.]
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Such has been the influence of a theory which
relieved linguists of the need to look for data beyond
their own and their friends’ intuitions that nearly 40
years after the first large corpus was made available
for everyone to consult (the Brown corpus of Ameri-
can English, released in 1964), corpus linguists are
still busying themselves explaining not just that intui-
tions need to be checked against ‘real’ data, but that
this checking process often generates new intuitions
that were completely unsuspected. Clearly, though
corpus research may now have ‘been accepted into
the mainstream of linguistic practice’ (148), books
like this one, illustrating ‘the variety of different lan-
guage areas which may be looked at through corpus
analysis’ (148), would not be written if the use of
corpora had become self-evident. However, the re-
cently released second edition of the British National
Corpus—the so-called ‘World Edition’ because un-
like the first it is available worldwide—and the ar-
rival of the American National Corpus, currently
being developed, may truly bring about the paradigm
shift some are already talking about. This book, ‘es-
sentially a set of suggestions for future research’
(149), may not only serve as a source of inspiration
to the many more that will soon turn to corpora but
can also inform them about the considerable exper-
tise already built up in Europe in this area.
Basically, what corpus linguists do is look for re-
curring ‘patterns’, so-called ‘collocations’, in a ‘con-
cordance’, a list of unconnected lines of text at the
center of which is the item being studied. Ch. 1 offers
a brief history of thought about collocation, outlines
its role in discourse building and comprehension and
its importance in language acquisition, and ends with
a brief overview of different types of collocation.
The next seven chapters each contain a case study
exemplifying how the examination of collocations
can shed light on various aspects of meaning on dif-
ferent structural levels. Chs. 2–4 focus on words and
phrases, showing how corpus analysis can be em-
ployed to differentiate between near synonyms in the
same language, to identify false friends in different
languages, and to reveal the connotations associated
with certain items. Queries for words like if allow
you to move beyond the phrase level to the sentence,
and Ch. 5 demonstrates how a corpus analysis of if
constructions can uncover that the rules of didactic
grammars are merely a model for, rather than a con-
straint on, natural language production: The majority
of such constructions do not conform to any of the
three types of conditional sentence usually presented
in student grammars. Ch. 6 moves up yet another
level to the text, investigating the cohesive role of
general nouns like move, labelling nouns like allega-
tion and claim, and general verbs like happen and
occur. The seventh case study looks into metaphor,
more particularly as used in business and financial
journalism, confirming that language is heavily met-
aphorical, but questioning that thought is as well
since most metaphor is of the dead or dying kind,
i.e. has become literal. In the last illustration, ‘unu-
suality’ is explored, the way ‘authors exploit the
framework of habit that collocation imposes on lan-
guage’ for literary and humorous effects, the psycho-
logical implication of which is that the mental
lexicon contains not just discrete lexical items, but
also patterns.
A final chapter very succinctly addresses some
criticisms and limitations of corpus study. This is a
thin book spanning a wide range of phenomena, but
undoubtedly the discipline is still in need of pam-
phlets, and as such it is inspiring for the researcher
and teacher alike. [DIRK NOE¨L, Ghent University.]
Feature distribution in Swedish noun
phrases. By KERSTI BO¨RJARS. Oxford:
Blackwell, 1998. Pp. xiii, 290. Paper
£19.99.
This book provides a theoretical account of Swed-
ish noun phrases, with special emphasis on syntactic
structure and feature distribution. The analysis is
couched within the framework of head-driven phrase
structure grammar (HPSG); however, the analysis re-
